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Note : Section'A', containing 10 very short-answer-type questions, is
compulsory. Section 'B' consists of short answer type
questions and Section 'C' consists of long answer type
questions. Section'A' has to be solved first.

Section -'A'

Answer the following very short-answer-type questions in one

or two sentences : (2 x 5:10)

Q.1 Why was that night so fateful in the life ofDmitrich Chervyakor.

Q.2 Why was Vikramaditya known as the greatest judge of India?

Q.3 Who according to Lucas is a true bore?

Q.4 What do you understand by Rationalistic Religion?

Q.5 What is the significance of the British Consultation paper in
connection with India?

Q.6 What is Feminism? How is it meaningful in the Indian Context?

Q.7 What do you understand by basic needs and quality of life?

P.T.O.



Q.8

(2)

What do you understand by Globalization? How does it
influence world Erade?

Section - 'B'

Write an essay on any one of the following in about 400 words.

(10)

E-learning
The importance of GC - phone in India.
The New Economic Policy
Feminism

Write a precis of the following passage and give a suitable
title : (5)

Free radicals are chemical entities that, character fiscally, have

an unpaired electron in their make-up. They cause a problem
because they can'mug' a variety of molecules in cells with the
general aim of stealing a precious elcctron to re-establish the

normal pairing of their own electrons. If the mugging is

successful, the victim molecule is left with a deficiency of
electrons, which can lead of Knock-on problems such as

structural disintegration. Although it requires very
sophisticated analytical equipment to detect free radicals
themselves, it is relatively easy to opt the chemical footprints
they leave behind because they damage DNA in a characteristic

way. Free radicals are generated from the water of cells and

tissues when exposed to ionizing radiation. Even in the absence

of such radiation it is now evident that similar, damaging free
radicals are generated normally as we fight in actions and as

we turn food into energy. Despite the fact that these processes

(5)

Unless some one tells me the way
Supply appropriate prepositions.
He was accused .. murder.
I will meet you the ticket office.
Put the following sentences into the passive voice.
I can assure you I will arrange everything in time.
Today people can shell cities from a great distance.

Use contact clause I relative
The barber cut your hair has done his job very badly.
His wife is a woman loves a joke.
Put into the Reported speace.

Shut the door after you.
Does your car always make such nasty noise?

(1)

(m)
(n)

(o)
(p)

(q)
(r)

(s)
(t)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Q.2



(3)

are necessary for life and health the free radicals generated
are none the less potentially hazardous. They can contribute
directly and indirectly, to low level of unwelcome damage to
cell molecules, including DNA.

Q.3 Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions
given below : (1 0)
In Bengal, around the pilgrimage centre of the temple of
kalighat, local village scroll painters and potters began
developing a new style of art. They moved from the surrounding
villages in to calculate in the early nineteenth century. This
was a time when the city was expanding as a commercial and
administrative centre Colonial offices were coming up, new
buildings and roads were being built, markets were being
establied. The city appeared as a place of opportunity where
people could come to make a new living. Village artists too
came and settled in the city in the hope ofnew patrons and new
buyers of their art.

Before the nineteen century the village patuas and kumors
had worked on my thological themes are produced images of
gods and goddesses. On shifting to kalighat, they continue to
paint these religious images. Traditionally the figures in scroll
paintings looked flat not rounded. Now kalighat painters began
to use shading to give them a rounder form, to make the images
look three dimensional. Yet the images were not realistic and
life like. In fact, what is specially to be noted in these early
kalighat paintings is the use of a bold, deliberately non-realistie
style, where the figures emerge large and powerful, with a

minimum of lines, detail and colours.

(a) Around which area did the painters and potters begin their new



(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

Q.5

(a)
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(c)
(d)

(e)

(0

(i)

0)
(k)

(e)
(h)

(4)

style of art?

Name the city that began to grow and became a land of
opportunity.
What changes in the style of the scroll painters when they
moved to kalighat?
What was specialty of the kalighat paintings?

Give a suitable title to the passage.

Do as directed : (any fifteen)
Supply suitable articles :

. Dictionary of synonymns is .............. best source

for precise meanings of ............. similas words.

Raina travelled in ............. second-class earriage with ...........
New Americans.
Supply the correct collective noun in the blank spaces :

The .......... applauded the new play enthusiastically.

Reetika lost her balance and fell down a......... of steps

Give antonymns of the following words.
Faithful, human, conceal, precious

Give synonymns of the following words.
Warrior, dagger, enough, elevn
Supply the missing words.
A .............. is a person who never drinks alcohol.
An .............. is a person who supervises the people taking an

examination.
Fill in the blanks by using the correct tense forms of the verbs

given.
It happenes a few work ago as I ............. home from office
(walk)
I (always have) trouble with my car these days.

If I had knownhe was here


